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I. Introduction
1. SOME DEFINITIONS

Deformation is a movement of parts or particles of a material body relatively to one another such that the continuity of the body is not destroyed.
If under the action of finite forces the deformation of the body increases
with time continuously and indefinitely, the material is said to flow. Plastic
flow appears only when the forces exceed a certain limit, indicated by the
yield point of the material. Viscous flow occurs under the action of any
forces, however small, albeit at a reduced rate of deformation, which vanishes with the forces. When the forces are removed, part of the deformation
λνϋΐ always be recovered. This part is elastic and is called strain. (The reader
must be warned that this definition is not in general use: he will find in
many of the best books that strain denotes an irrecoverable deformation.)
From this definition it follows that we cannot determine the strain from a
loading diagram in λνηίοη the total deformation is recorded but only upon
unloading, when we see how much is recovered. The recovery from deformation is a manifestation of the property of elasticity; accordingly all
strain is elastic. Ordinarily all strain vanishes when the load is removed.
However, as a result of certain manufacturing processes (e.g., the rolling
of mild steel or hardening of cheese1) a body may become self-strained when
internal stresses are present in the absence of external forces. In every case
there is no strain without stress. In contradistinction, while nascent viscous
and plastic deformations are accompanied by stresses, these deformations
do not disappear with the removal of the load and accordingly there will be
stressless deformations. The investigation of these different kinds of deformations in relation to the stresses by which they are accompanied is the
subject of rheology. It should be noted that there are stressless volume
changes resulting from variations of temperature or of moisture content of
such materials as wood, concrete, and earth which, when not resisted, are
not accompanied by stresses, even in the nascent state. While they do not
form part of the subject-matter of rheology, they must be taken into account in rheological observations. Phenomenological rheology2 deals with
1

M. Reiner, G. W. Scott Blair, and G. Mocquot, Lait 29, 351 (1949).
Phenomenological rheology is treated in two textbooks by M. Reiner: "Twelve
Lectures on Theoretical Rheology." North Holland Publ., Amsterdam, 1949;" Deformation and Flow." H. K. Lewis, London, 1949; cf. also M. Reiner, Appl. Mechanics Revs. 4, 202-204 (1951).
2
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homogeneous or quasi-homogeneous materials on a phenomenological level,
i.e., considering them as continuous media. Both the aeolotropic crystal
and the ultimate discrete entities, such as molecules and atoms, constituting
the medium are outside its range. Gases are not included; as they possess
no free boundary surfaces, they do not form bodies.3 Rheology is separated
from thermodynamics by the provision that rheological processes take place
under isothermal conditions (e.g., placing viscometers in thermostatic
baths).
Macrorheology regards all materials as they may appear to the superficial inspection by the naked eye; i.e., homogeneous and devoid of structure. Only pure liquids and perfect single crystals are phenomenologically
homogeneous. Most materials are dispersed systems consisting of two or
more phases of which one will usually be air contained in pores which may
be visible or invisible. For instance such an apparently homogeneous material as gold has its density raised from 19.258 to 19.367 "by compression
between dies used in coining."4 Dispersed systems are included in phenomenological rheology if the dispersed elements down to molecules can be
considered as small bodies differing from large masses only in scale. A material is quasi-homogeneous when the size of the largest dispersed element
is smaller than the smallest volume elements, the deformation of which is
under consideration; e.g., in the case of a material such as concrete, when
the dimensions of the structural elements made of concrete are ordinarily
much greater than the dimensions of the largest stones of which it is composed.
Materials are considered to be isotropic or quasi-isotropic when the
smallest volume element contains anisotropic dispersed elements of all
orientations. Such is the case of a commercial polycrystalline metal when
the crystals making it up are orientated at random. A quasi-isotropic
material can become anisotropic through deformation as, for instance, a
metal sheet through rolling or metal rod through drawing. In the present
chapter it is assumed that the materials under consideration are isotropic
or quasi-isotropic. Anisotropic materials are treated in Chapters 6 and 15.
Microrheology takes account of quasi-homogeneity and quasi-isotropy,
deriving the rheological behavior of the complex materials from the known
rheological behavior or its constituents. The first and the most famous
microrheological investigation was Einstein's derivation of the viscosity of
a suspension,6 about which more is said in Chapter 14. Here the solid
3
However, an exploding "body" of gas may be treated by the methods of rheology:
it would come under volume flow (compare Section IX).
4
Lord Kelvin (Sir W. Thomson), "Elasticity." Encyclopaedia Britannica. 9th
ed., 1875; also Papers (London) 3 (1890).
• A. Einstein, Ann. Physik 19, 289 (1906); 34, 591 (1911).
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phase was assumed to consist of rigid spheres and the continuous phase of
a simple viscous liquid. The actual composition of dispersed systems makes
such a mathematical approach unworkable beyond the simplest cases. In
this situation one substitutes for the unknown structure a mechanical
model which is supposed to behave analogously to the real structure. Such
models consist of different elements such as elastic springs, viscous dashpots, and friction weights which will in general have no exact counterpart
in the real material. More about this method is said in Section VI. Microrheology is not treated in the present chapter.
Where phenomenological rheology borders on other branches of physics,
chemistry, or psycho-physiology, a belt of subjects is formed which may
be comprised under the term metarheology. They are dealt in such chapters
as 4 and 17. The last mentioned branch which is not represented in the
present book is treated in the publications of Scott Blair and his school.6
2. MECHANICAL FOUNDATIONS

Mechanics is the physics of movements of material bodies as wholes in
relation to the forces causing them. Inasmuch as every particle of a body
can be considered as a body subjected in its movements to the laws of
mechanics, rheology must be founded on mechanics. The following concepts and equations are used:
Let P denote force and a acceleration, both symbols indicating vectors,
i.e., quantities which have not only magnitude but also direction. Furthermore let ^ P be the resultant of all external forces acting upon a body, m
be its mass and a0 the acceleration of its centre of mass. (In contradistinction to P and a, the massm is a scalar, i.e., a quantity which has magnitude
only but no direction). Then for every body
Σ P - ma0 = 0

(1)

where wa0 is called the inertia or d'Alembert force.
In the case of equilibrium (when ao vanishes) and written in Cartesian
coordinates x, y, z, we have

ΣΜ. = Σ(Ρυχ - r*y) = o

fo V, *)

(2)

with three pairs of equations, the other two to be derived by cyclical permutation of x, y, and z. This is indicated by (x, y, z) following the equation.
Me is the moment around the 2-axis. The second of equations (2) can also
6
G. W. Scott Blair, f<A Survey of General and Applied Rheology." Pitman, London, 1949.
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be written in the form

ΣΜ = Σ(Ρτ) = 0

(3)

where r is the normal distance of each single force P from any one point in
the xy-plsme.
Let V be the volume of the body of mass ra, dV the volume of a "particle"
of the body and dm its mass, then
P=

dm

,.s

W

(4)

is a quantity characteristic of the material of which the body consists. It
is called the density of the material and is a "material constant" or rather
a coefficient or parameter. It is the only one to appear in mechanics.
II. Traction and Stress
1. CARTESIAN COORDINATES

If we consider a particle within the body, it may be regarded as bounded
by imaginary surfaces of any shape. Through these surfaces the rest of the
body acts upon the particle. Let us consider a plane element of the boundary
surface of area AA. Its orientation in space is determined by the direction
n pointing from the particle outwards. Let P n be the force which the rest of
the body exerts upon the particle through the surface element A A, then
p n = lim ^

(5)

ΑΑ-+0 AA

is called the traction at the point to which AA is reduced when tending to
zero. Note that the traction is a vector.
The traction p n is generally inclined against the surface element upon
which it acts and can be resolved into a normal component pnn or σ and a
tangential component pnt or r. If the arrow of pnn points outward, a positive
sign is applied and it is known as tension. In the opposite case the traction
is named pressure. The traction p n can also be resolved into three components in accordance with the matrix
Pn =

|| Pnx Pny Pnz ||

(6)

These components will have different values for different orientations n.
The aggregate of all tractions corresponding to all orientations n passing
through a point is called the stress at that point. If the surface element is
oriented normal to the x-axis, the components of the traction px are pxx,

14
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pxy, and pxz, of which the first is normal = σχ and the other two tangential =
Txy and τχζ .
Let the particle have the shape of an elementary prism of edges dx,
dy, and dz. The following tractions act upon its sides:
Px =

1 Pxx

Pxy

Py = II Pyx
Pz

==

Pxz |

(7)

Pw Vv* I

II Pzx

Pzy

Pzz I

with pxx differing on two parallel sides dx apart by -dp*.
^ dx. etc. The stress
is defined by the three tractions px , py , and p* which are its components.
Indicating the stress by || p || we write
Pxx

Pxy

Pxz

Pyx

Pyy

Pyz

Pzx

Pzy

Pzz

(8)

=

for which we can also write pr8 with r and s being given in turn the meaning
x, y, and z? Such a quantity having vectors as components and therefore
being of higher rank than a vector is called a tensor. Applying the first of
equations (2), the forces acting upon the particle through the boundary
surface are the tractions multiplied by the areas. These are called surface
forces. In addition there is gravity acting directly upon the mass. This is
a body force. Van der Waals forces are internal body forces. The d'Alembert
forces can also be regarded as body forces.
The tractions are continuous functions of the coordinates. Application
of equation (1) accordingly gives for every particle of the body of unit
volume
dpxx . dplyx
dx
dy

+

*£«? +

dz

ρ(Βχ

ax ) = 0

(χ, y, z)

(9)

where B is the body force per unit mass. These are called the stress equations.
Applying the second of equations (2) we find that the surface tractions
give a torque
M» — (pxy dy dz) dx — (pyx dz dx) dy

(x, y, z)

(10)

neglecting higher terms, while the body forces which pass through the
center of the prism do not give rise to a moment. Assuming that the ma7

The Pr» notation is used in the classical mechanics of continua, the σ and r notation in engineering literature.
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dA cos (/i,*)

FIG. 1. Traction on an arbitrarily directed surface element, n, direction of the
outer normal to the surface element dA.

terial is not magnetic, this moment must vanish and therefore
Pyz = Pxy

(X, 2/, Z)

(11)

Using running notation prs, we can write for (9)

Σ ^
r

(12)

+ P(BS - a.) = 0

dXr

where x, is, in turn, x, y, and z; and for (11)
Pra =

(13)

fir

A tensor for which the indices may be exchanged in this way is called
symmetrical and the stress is therefore a symmetrical tensor. Applying the
first of equations (2) upon a particle in the shape of a pyramid with basis
dA and sides dA cos (nx), dA cos (ny), and dA cos (nz) (as shown in Fig. 1)
we find
pnx dA = pxx dA cos (nx) + pyx dA cos (ny) + pzx dA cos (nz)
, phdA
+
ax
3

,
.
(x} y, z)

( 14 )

Shortening by dA and making h —* 0 we find, using running index notation,
Pns = Σρ™ cos (nxr)

(15)
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2. MOHR'S STRESS CIRCLE

There are three directions in space, i, j , and &, normal to each other, for
which the r's vanish and the a's have extreme or principal values σ;, σ;,
and ah, so that
σ%

0

0

0

a·,·

0

0

0

σ

(16)
i,j,k

Consider the two-dimensional case referred to axes i and j . In this case
from (15)
ση = σ» cos2 (ra) + σ3· cos2 (ry)

(17)

r n = σ» cos (ra) cos (to") + σ,- cos (717) cos (#)
or after some rearrangement,
(σ, + σ,) . (σ» — σ,·)
0/
Λ
σ η = ^ — ! τ — - + ^—^—cos 2 ( m )

(18)
(σ<

τη =

- ^ sin 2(m)

From (18) we see that if we plot r n versus σ„ , the locus of the points is a
circle with a radius (σ» — σ ; )/2 which has its centre on the abscissa axis
at the distance (σ,- + σ3)/2. This is called Mohr's circle (Fig. 2). The figure
shows how the components pxx and pxy are found for some direction x, if
the σ», σ 7 , and the angle (ix) are given. The component pyy follows from
the invariant
pxx + pyy = Pi + Pi

(19)

By applying Mohr's circle one finds for the case of simple shearing stress

Prs =

0

r

0

r

0

0

0 0

0

=
x,y,z

T

0

0

0

-T

0

0

0

0

(20)

with (xi) = 45 deg.
Simple tension can be resolved as follows:
Prs =

o- 0
0 0
0 0

0
1 0 0
σ 0 1 0
0
0 ~ 3 0 0 1

+-I
3

1

o
o

0

-y2
o

o
o

(21)

The Mohr circle for the first component on the right side is reduced to a
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F I G . 2. Plane Mohr circle for stresses, pa , pjj , principal stresses; pnn , pnt , normal
and tangential components of traction p n acting upon a surface element the ' O u t e r "
normal of which is n .
T o construct Mohr's stress circle if the principal stresses σ» > σ,- are given, draw
the p n n -axis parallel to the ι-direction and the p n i -axis in the direction opposite to j .
Plot σ» and σ,- on the p n n -axis and find point C, the centre of the circle from (σ< + σ ; ·)/2.
Draw circle with radius (σ» — σ,·)/2. T o find t h e tractions pnn and pnt on any surface
element the normal of which is in the direction of n, draw parallel to n through leftmost point of circle; the intersection of this line with the circle has the coordinates pnn and pnt . If n is parallel to x, the coordinates are σχ and rxy . For infinitesimal deformations or strains use the same method with di (or e,·) for σ< and dxy (or
exy) = yxy/2 for TX1, .

point and the normal component of the stress tensor is therefore the same
in all directions, while all tangential components vanish. Such a tensor is
called isotropic. Hydrostatic pressure is an example. The second component,
where the mean of the diagonal components
Vxx + V™ + P*

(22)

vanishes is that by which the tensor "deviates" from isotropy. It is accordingly called the deviator of the tensor. We shall indicate the deviator
of a tensor by the index (o), e.g., pr8(0) is the deviator of prs .
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3. CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES

In rheology, problems which can best be solved in cylindrical coordinates
are prominent.
The cylindrical coordinates of a point are
xr=

| M * ||

(23)

In most cases there will be axial symmetry or vanishing d/θθ. Then assuming that z points vertically upward, the three stress equations (12)
become
—— -f- — - -+or
oz

— par — u
r

^ + ^
or ,
dprz

, Op

+ ^?-ρα, = 0

dz

r

. Prz

,

\

(24)

r\

zz
~i~
+ ~+ —
- p(az - g) = 0
dr
dz
r

where g is the acceleration of gravity.
III. Deformation
1. INFINITESIMAL DEFORMATION

The kinematic state of a body is determined by the position xr (where xr
stands for x, y, z), and the velocity vr
(25)

Vr = ^-; = Xr

* at
of all its particles at all times. The continuity mentioned in Section I-l
requires that the velocities are continuous functions of the coordinates.
They can be expressed through the displacements ur by means of

vr = lim £

(26)

The displacements must also be continuous functions of the coordinates
and therefore, proceeding in the spatial direction s,
du

ciu

<9 77

ciu

-T1 = ^ cos (de x) + —- cos (ds y) + —^ cos (ds z)
as
ox
oy
oz

(x, y, z)

(27)

Accordingly dujds can be considered as a vector.

(ΐ)-

Ψ Ψ Ψ\
dx

dy

dz \\

(x

>y>z)

(28)
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We thereby arrive at the tensor of the displacement gradient.

7rs =

duz
dx

dux
dy

dux
dz

dUy

ÖUy

dUy

dx

dy

dz

duz
dx

duz
dy

duz
dz

(29)

χ,ν,ζ

This tensor is in general not symmetrical. For instance, in simple shear
(30)

ux = 7
shown in Fig. 3, we have

7rs =

0 7

0|

0 0

0

o

0|

0

(31)

If dujdy is infinitesimal, 7 is the reduction of the angle between x and y,
initially a right angle.
The tensor 7™ can be resolved into a symmetrical and an antisymmetrical
tensor as follows:
1 (dux
2 \dy

dux
dx
/dUy

2\dx
1 (dut

2 \dx

dux\
dy
. dux\

Ίΰ)

, duy\
~dx)

1 (dux
2 \dz
1 (dUy

dUy

2\dz

dy
1^ fdUz ,

2 \dy
1 (dux

duy\

1 IdUy _ dux\
2\~dx
~dy)

0

1 iduz _ d^x\
2\dx
~dz)

l (du,
2\dy

duz\

dyl)

dUz

~dz)
_

L

+

"dz

dUy\

dx)

+

duz\
~dx)

1 (dux __ du2\
2\dz
~dx)

(32)

1 (duy _ du2\
2\di
~dy~)
_

du

y\

~~dz)

0

As can be seen from Fig. 4 the expression (dujdy — dnu/dx)/2 =
(7x1/ — 7ι/*)/2 describes a rotation of an element without deformation, provided the 7Js are infinitesimal. Such a "rigid" rotation of a particle belongs
to mechanics proper and is of no interest in rheology. Therefore, always

M. KEINER
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FIG.
3.
Simple
shear.
ux , displacement in direction x;
7,
displacement
gradient;
7/2, angle of rotation.

F I G . 4. Superposition of two simple shears resulting in a rotation. <f>, angle of rotation. Note t h a t yyx is positive = +φ and yxy negative = — φ.

provided that the displacement gradient is infinitesimal, the deformation,
which itself is infinitesimal, is defined by the first tensor on the right-hand
side of (32) or the symmetrical tensor
,

__ dUr/dX8 +

dUs/dXr

(33)

If we consider in a similar manner the velocity vector vr, we arrive at the
flow tensor
, _ dVr/dXs + dVs/dXr
Jrs
2

(34)
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W///////////W^

Stationary platen

FIG. 5. Velocity gradient between two parallel platens. V, velocity of moving
platen.

In simple laminar shear the tangential components of these two tensors
are one-half of the displacement gradient yyx = U/H in the first case and
one-half of the velocity gradient yyx = V/H in the second case (compare
Fig. 5). If there are displacements in both the x and y directions, the tangential component is the mean gradient. For instance,
CtXy

7x2/ + 7yx

(35)

The meaning of the normal components can be visualized by considering a
prism of length l0 moving axially in extension. Let Ui be the displacement
of one end and u0 the displacement of the other end and ux > u0, then
(ui — u0)/l0 is the longitudinal displacement gradient; and if we choose
the element dx as the length l0, we see from (33) that the extension
dx

A(dx)
dx

du
dx

(36)

This measure of deformation was formulated by Cauchy; it is the elongation
per unit original length in the appropriate direction.
On the other hand, if u0 = 0 i.e. the prism is fixed at one end, while the
other end travels with the velocity v, the normal component of fr8 or the
longitudinal flow fi is from (34)
fl =

(37)

But
dl
v = dt = I

(38)

M.
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and therefore
Si = \

(39)

2. FINITE DEFORMATION

When the flow extends through some time At = t — to, this results in a
longitudinal deformation Di*
J tQ

J lQ

I

to

(40)

This is called the "natural" or logarithmic measure of deformation or the
Hencky measure. There exist other measures of finite deformation about
which more will be said in Section V.
We can define the tensor of deformation Drs by its principal values
Di, Dj, and Dk :
Drs =

Di

0

0

0

Dj

0

0

0

Dk

(41)

From (40) and (36) we see that

dOVT-^Ud,

(42)

It should be noted that this relation cannot be generalized to make drs
equal to the differential of Dfs because relation (42) is only valid in respect
of the principal components. On the other hand, the rate of infinitesimal
deformation is equal to the flow, or
L· = frs

(43)

3. POISSON'S RATIO

While the prism of Section 2 is elongated, its width generally decreases.
The transversal contraction is a fraction of the longitudinal extension, the
ratio being called Poisson's ratio v. One has to distinguish different Poisson
ratios, one (the usual) referring to elastic strain, the others to (plastic) deformation and (viscous) flow, etc. The reciprocal of Poisson's ratio is called
Poisson number.
4. CUBICAL DILATATION AND DISTORTION

The deformation of a prismatic volume element will in general change
the length of its edges and the right angles between its sides. If the deformation is infinitesimal the increase of volume per unit volume, or the

23
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cubical dilatation is with good approximation given by
dv = dxx + dyy + dzz = di + dj -{- dk — Id

(44)

which accordingly is an invariant, the first invariant of the tensor. The
changes of the shape or distortion is therefore given by the deviator of the
tensor of deformation
d ——
axx
3
dr8(0) —

dx
dv

ayy

(45)

dyg

dzz —

dz

the first invariant of which, Idm vanishes.
A typical distortion is simple laminar shear (shown in Figs. 3 and 5) or
pure shear as shown in Fig. 6. While in simple shear the element is rotated,
there is no rotation in pure shear.
y

A

*A
Bux

r

■dy

4 4'

2'

dy

I

3S dux

(a)
yjii

^4'

\ \

2'
2^

-Γ-ΤΤΓΓΓΤ

ΐτΙΧ^+ί
i45^\

(c)

<βί==Ξί—

A

—>·

FIG. 6. Superposition of two simple shears resulting in pure shear, (a) Simple
shear parallel to the zz-plane. (6) Simple shear parallel to the 2/z-plane. (c) Pure shear.
Note that both yxy and yvx are positive and equal to φ.

FIG. 7. Finite simple shear, y, displacement gradient; a, angle of rotation;, ij, principal direction before rotation; i,j, principal directions after rotation; (i), (j), parallel to i, j . The Mohr circles of deformation refer to the
Hencky measure.

0.4Ϊ

fcO
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We see from (40) that for the Hencky measure
IB" = Di" + Dja + DkH = In k

+ hi A + In A

<O,i

<O,j

(46)

'ο,Α

But
Irlrh

= V

(47)

is the volume of a deformed prismatic element which originally had the
volume
la X loj X Ϊ,,* = Yo

(48)

= IDH

(49)

Therefore
£ / = In ~
as in infinitesimal deformation.
5. MOHR'S DEFORMATION CIRCLE AND SIMPLE SHEAR

A Mohr circle can be used for the graphical representation of any symmetrical tensor and therefore also of the tensor of deformation, both infinitesimal and finite. From equation (20) and what has been said about
the tangential components of drs and frs the analogy of the stress component
r is formed by the deformation component γ / 2 or the flow component γ / 2 .
The components Drs, as defined in (41) for principal directions, can be
found with respect to any other coordinate system, x, y, z by means of
appropriate Mohr circles. This will presently be shown for simple shear.
Let a sheet consisting of an elastic material, say, of rubber, which can
suffer large deformations be fixed between two parallel runners as shown in
Fig. 7. Let a circle of unit radius be drawn on the sheet. Let one runner be
fixed, while the other is displaced parallel to the first at constant distance
H. In this case of simple homogeneous shear the circle is deformed into an
ellipse. Two stages of such deformation are shown. The construction of the
ellipse is a purely geometrical problem which has nothing to do with
rheology. It is indicated in Stage 2. Two radii of the circle normal to each
other in the directions I and J are extended and contracted, respectively.
into the half-axes Z» and lj of the ellipse in the directions i and j , which are
also normal to each other. These are'the principal directions of the deformation. Note that the axes I and j are rotated by the angle a = arc
tan (γ/2) into the positions i and j . This is the rotation connected with
simple shear mentioned above. The Mohr circles for Stages 2 and 3 are
also shown. Note that the abscissa axis of the Mohr circle, indicated by (i)
must be parallel to the direction i. In order to construct the circle we must
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know the principal extensions Di and Dj. Assuming the Hencky measure
we have
DiH = In U

(50)

This can be determined by measuring U from the figure. As the area of the
circle is not changed
DaH = DiH + DjH = 0 = DHXX + DHyy

(51)

from which
D"

= -D"

(52)

From the Mohr circle we determine Dxy and DHXX = — Dyy .
When 7 is very small and the deformation therefore infinitesimal, we
find that by analogy with equation (20).
\di
drs

=

0

0

2
di =

0

0

0
=

0

-\
0

0

Ύ

2
0

i,j,k

7
2

0

0

0

0

0

(53)

When 7 is large and the deformation therefore finite, we have in the
Hencky measure

DHrs = I Dyx - D x x

o

o

0

o

(54)

\x,y,z

\vith Dxy and Dxx functions of y as shown in Fig. 7.
6. INFINITESIMAL DEFORMATION IN CYCLINDRICAL COORDINATES

It can be shown that for axial symmetry (d/θθ = 0)
A

— dur

i

,

_ due
" ~dz~;

,

&rr — -r—;
ar

θζ

dre
dv

_ \dr

_

u

,

idUr

.

dee —r —;
r
_ \ dz

zr

+ dee + d

dllz\

dr)
2

r )

du

dzz — z-rdz

(55)
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When there is a case of flow, similar relations exist with f8r for d8r and
v for u.
IV. The Classical Ideal Bodies
1. T H E RHEOLOGICAL EQUATION OF STATE

The rheological behavior of a material is determined by an equation between stress and deformation, and their derivates with respect to time.
This equation is called rheological equation of state of the material, or, in
short, its rheological equation. The parameters appearing in the rheological
equation characterize the material: they are the rheological "constants,"
''coefficients,'' or "moduli," while stress and deformation are the rheological
variables.
However, materials behave differently when changing volume or shape.
For instance under the action of a hydrostatic pressure water is perfectly
elastic and behaves not very differently from steel, while it cannot support
even the smallest stress deviator or "stress differences." There will therefore be two independent rheological equations for every material; one
volumetric, the other distortional. The example just mentioned at once
raises a difficulty. How does anyone know that water is perfectly elastic in
volume changes? Even if no deviation from elasticity has so far been found,
such deviations might be detected by an improvement in experimental
technique. As a matter of fact, while Stokes (and, following him, classical
hydrodynamics) assumed that in simple liquids a volume change was not
accompanied by viscous resistance, its presence was detected in ultrasonic
vibrations. 8 (This subject is treated in Section IX.) We cannot establish
the rheological equation of any real material, but only of ideal materials
which are accordingly exactly defined. The above statement, while not absolutely correct for water, is correct for the abstract concept "Newtonian
liquid" because the latter is defined accordingly.9
The rheological equations define the ideal bodies which in turn serve as
standards of comparison in the analysis of the behavior of any actual substances. In order to emphasize their abstract character each one is named
after the scientist who first postulated it. The two independent rheological
equations can then be formulated as follows: (a) the volumetric equation as
a relation between cubical dilatation (dv) and isotropic pressure (p) on the
example of the equation of state of thermodynamics; (b) the distortional
8

Cf. S. M. Karim and L. Rosenhead, Revs. Modern Phys. 24, 108 (1952).
The position is the same in every case of mathematical treatment. For instance,
in geometry, which is the physics of space, the statement that "the straight line is
the shortest line between two points" refers to the abstract concepts "straight,"
"line," and "point," but not to any line made on paper by means of a ruler between
dots representing points, nor to a beam of light used by the surveyor or the astronomer. The straight line of geometry is an ideal concept which serves only as a standard.
9
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equation as a relation between the deviators of stress and deformation
(distortion) typified by shearing stress (r) and simple shear (7); in both
cases the respective time derivatives are included.
2. ELASTICITY

As mentioned in Section I, elasticity is the property by which part of the
deformation, the strain, is recovered on release of stress. The strain may be
infinitesimal or finite. The former will be denoted by ers, the latter by ers .
Microrheologically, we must distinguish two kinds of elasticity which may
be named "potential" and "kinetic." In potential elasticity, the stress work
expended in straining a body is conserved as potential energy and regained
on recovery. This, for instance, is the case with the elasticity of a steel
spring. The prototype for kinetic elasticity is the elasticity of a gas which
is due to the kinetic energy or its molecules. The elasticity of "rubbery"
materials is of a similar kind. Macrorheologically both kinds can be distinguished by the temperature dependence of elasticity. While in the first
case the material becomes "softer" with increasing temperature, in the
second case it becomes "stiffer."
Classical elasticity is based upon Hooke's law which can be expressed by
the two rheological equations.
«. =

- vK

(56)
2u = y = 1
where κ is the bulk modulus and G the shear modulus, also named modulus
of rigidity. The ideal body defined by equation (56) is the Hooke solid. In
linear extension it is customary to use Young's modulus E defined by

< 57 )

e

<= f

together with Poisson's ratio v, according to which the extension ei is accompanied by a contraction ec
V(T

ec = - v e z = -^

(58)

€. = J (1 -2v)

(59)

In this case

It can be shown that
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3/c + G'
EG

=
V

- 2G
6* + 2G
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3K

(60)

* = (B - 2G)/2<?

When the material is incompressible κ = <*>, y = 3^, and E* = 3G.
3. SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF THE HOOKE SOLID

(a) Problems of the Hooke solid are dealt with in the theory of elasticity10
and in the engineering science named, not quite appropriately, strength of
materials.11 Special problems in rheology center around the problem of a
rod or bar which is in equilibrium under the action of external forces acting
at both ends as shown in Fig. 8.

FIG. 8. Forces acting upon a cylindrical rod or beam. P, resultant of all external
surface forces acting on either "right" or "left" part of cylinder.

We distinguish the following cases:
(i) Normal force N
Pull (positive normal force): ΛΓ = +PX = + /

σχ·άΑ
(61)

Push (negative normal force): N = —Px=
(ii) Shearing forces Sy = Py =

—

σχ dA

/ rxy dA

Sz = P2 = J rxz dA

(62)

S = (Pf + P;)2\l/2
10

Compare the classical treatise of E. H. Love, "Elasticity." Cambridge Univ.
Press, New York, 1906 and later editions.
11
Cf. S. Timoshenko, "Strength of Materials." Van Nostrand, New York, 1944.
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(iii) Bending moment MB
Bending around 2-axis Mz = Pxy = / axy dA
(63)
Bending around ?/-axis My = Pxz = / σχζ dA
MB = (M2 +

M2)m
(64)

(iv) Torsion MT = Pzy — PyZ = / (rxzy — rxyz) dA
(b) Bending

In simple bending the external forces are reduced to two couples MB
which are in equilibrium. Using what is called the "inverse" method we
assume
σχ = ay

(65)

while all other stress components vanish, with a as a constant of the beam
to be expressed in terms of its geometrical and rheological properties.
MB = j-{Lx-x2)

T

qL

L
2 P

x

/«

J

d
■

L

MB-£x

MB-f(L-Xl)

ίΞ3

MB = Pxf

2

MB=P{L-a)/2t

MB=

P{L-χλ)

x\

MB
F I G . 9. Cases of general bending, q, distributed load per unit length; MB , bending
moment.
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This is found from (57), (58), and (33) (replacing d by e) as
a = |

(66)

Assuming that the axis passes through the center of gravity of the cross
section of the rod and that the y- and 2-axes are principal axes of inertia,
VB

(67^

= *x = T'V

In rheological experiments one encounters arrangements where a beam of
span L is resting on two supports and is loaded (i) with uniformly distributed
load q per unit length of beam, or (ii) a concentrated load P in the center, or
(Hi) two equal concentrated loads P symmetrical about the center. Exact
solutions for these cases are not known, but in strength of materials they
are approximately solved by applying equation (67) also to these cases even
if MB is not constant, but varies as shown in Fig. 9.
The deflection δ is from
i

j2
(?S
'dx*

Ά/Γ

t

1
R

MB
El

(68)

leflection at the center of the beam for the
\
hqÜ
(i) &nax.

384E/
PÜ
4&EI

( H ) Smax.

[Hi) Smut.

=

P{ L

--

(69)

a)(2L2 + 2La - a)
48EI

If the deflection is observed, these relations can be used for the determination of E.
(c) Torsion. If the shaft is a circular cylinder of radius R and length L,
this is a case of laminar displacement similar to simple shear with the
laminar discs normal to the axis of the cylinder. The discs are rotated, the
twist being = Ω/R-z/L where Ω is the angle of twist.
Therefore (using cylindrical coordinates)
ur = 0,

u9 = ^ ,

ut = 0

(70)

We find
ΜΊ = J T9zr dA = I

T$zr(2rir dr) = r - ^ 7 -

(71)
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The extension of a close-coiled helical spring is mainly a case of torsion. It
can be found that the total elongation of the spring is

where n denotes the number of coils, p is the radius of the spring, and R is
the solid radius of the wire.
Introducing l0 = 2Rn for the original length and A = pV for the crosssection of the spring we find that its extension is
M
lo

P
{E)A

(73)

and the spring therefore acts as a solid rod of the same over-all dimensions
made of a material with a fictitious Young's modulus smaller than that of
the material of which the spring is made in the proportion (R/pf. This is
caused by the "open structure" of the spring. Similar conditions prevail in
any other open structure. In the first attempts to explain the large extensibility of rubber, this was attributed to a hidden internal open structure.
Later it was found that this explanation was not correct (compare Chapter
11) but there may be other materials where it applies, as for instance blown
bitumen. The extension Al/l0 will then be large and macroscopically this is
a case of finite strain. However, microscopically speaking, the physical
strain of the material, i.e., the strain which causes the stress, is actually
infinitesimal and for this reason Hooke's law in its simple form (57) appears
in (73). From this point of view, the strain with which we deal in such cases
is "pseudofinite."
4. VISCOSITY

Viscosity as first defined by Newton is expressed by the rheological equation
2ft = 7 = -

(74)

The parameter η is the coefficient of viscosity. The reciprocal of η is called
the coefficient of fluidity φ. Under the isotropic (hydrostatic) stress the
liquid is supposed to be governed by the rheological equation (56). The
ideal body defined by these equations is the Newtonian liquid. The analogy
of equation (74) with (56, 2) should be noted. This makes it possible to use,
for the Newtonian liquid, solutions which have been obtained for the
Hooke solid and vice versa.
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In extensional flow

(75

i' -1

>

where λ, the Trouton coefficient of viscous traction,
λ = 3η

(76)

similar to E* = 3(7 [following equation (60)]. The unit of viscosity is the
poise = 1 dyne-sec./cm. 2
5. SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF THE NEWTONIAN LIQUID

Problems of the Newtonian liquid are treated in "Hydrodynamics." 12
Absolute viscometry is based upon two cases of laminar flow in cylindrical
coordinates in which hollow cylinders move as wholes.
1. Telescopic flow consists of a translation parallel to the 2-axis in which
the velocity components are
Vr =

VQ

= 0,

v ■=

vz

Fir)

(77.)

Therefore from equation (55)
dv
dr
ur

(78)

T = Pzr = V7

(79)

2fzr =

Ύ ~

while all other components vanish.
Now from equation (74)

while ρΤθ and ρθζ vanish. There will be a hydrostatic pressure p not causing
flow, so that
Prr =

Ρθθ =

Pzz =

~P

(80)

Introducing these expressions into the stress equations (24) and assuming
that v vanishes for r = R, i.e., that the liquid adheres to the wall, which is
generally correct for "simple" liquids,13 integration yields

where L is the length of the tube and Ap the pressure difference at both
12
Cf. H. Lamb, "Hydrodynamics." Cambridge Univ. Press, New York, 1879 and
later editiions.
i3 p o r "wall effects" in dispersed systems compare M. Reiner, J. Rheol. 2, 338-350
(1931); Physics 5, 321-341 (1934). G. W. Scott Blair, "Introduction to Industrial
Rheology," pp. 32-34. Churchill, London, 1938.
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ends. From this
Q/t = ^

^

077

(82)
L

where Q/t is the volume of flow in unit time.
Equation (82) is the Hagen-Poiseuille equation. If Δρ is known and Q/t
measured, η can be calculated.
Going back to (79) we find that the shearing stress at the wall is
P = ^

(83)

ZJ.J

while the quantity
V

=

4

#-,

(84)

is the rate of shear at the wall. We see that V = Ρ/η. Therefore plotting V
versus P results in a curve independent of the dimensions of the apparatus. P and V have been named consistency variables and the resultant
curve consistency curve.
2. In rotational flow the cylindrical luminae rotate between two coaxial
cylinders Ri and Re where Re > Ri so that
vr = vz = 0,

νθ = νθ

(85)

where Θ is a function of r.
In the Couette apparatus the internal cylinder is stationary while the
external cylinder rotates with the constant angular velocity ω. The viscous
resistance of the liquid transfers a couple M upon the internal cylinder
which is measured by the torque acting upon a wire from which the internal
cylinder is suspended. Let h be the height of the cylinder, then by integration and for appropriate boundary conditions

" (h - ά)

4ητΗ

This is the Mar gules equation.
Mooney and Ewart 14 have given the coaxial cylinders conical lower ends,
thus making endeffects accurately computable and Piper and Scott15 have
designed an apparatus in which the material is sheared between a plate and
a cone, one of which is stationary and the other rotating about a vertical
axis.
Let ω be the rotational velocity of the cone and a the angle of its side
14

M. Mooney and R. H. Ewart, Physics 5, 350 (1924).
15 G. H. Piper and I. R. Scott, J. Sei. Instr. 22, 206 (1945).
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with the plate, then16

1 - s4

<87°>

where
K =

[sin α/cos a + In (cos a/2 + sin a/2)
(876)
— In (cos a/2 — sin a/2)]

and Θ is the angle between the radius vector and the vertical axis. If the
material is a simple Newtonian liquid with constant η
3M

4TRZK

(88)

where R is the length of the side of the conical rotor. Therefore, if a is very
small, the rate of shear is nearly constant or the deformation homogeneous
throughout the material. This constitutes a great advantage over the first
two cases where the deformation is semihomogeneous, i.e., homogeneous
in the cylindrical laminae, but varying from lamina to lamina.
Very viscous liquids are formed into prismatic testpieces and either
loaded in bending or extended by axial pull. In the first case one can use
equation (69), replacing δ by δ and E by λ. In the second case the crosssectional area is gradually reduced and if the pulling force P remains
constant, the normal stress σ [compare equation (61, 1)] gradually increases. Different devices have therefore been proposed for gradually reducing the load so that the stress is kept constant. However, as Lethersich17
has shown, if the deformation is defined as proposed by Swainger,18 namely
by
s
D.s
= M
j

(89)

where I = k + Al, instead of the Cauchy measure
,o
ΔΖ
Dc = j

(90)

then Ds plotted against time wTill result for a Newtonian liquid, in a straight
line, the slope of which is equal to σ0/λ where σ0 is the traction at the start
of the experiment.
16

1 . B r a u n , Bull. Research Council Israel 1, 126 (1951).
W. Lethersich, Brit. Electr. Allied Ind. Research Assoc. R e p t . A/T83 (1941).
» K. H . Swainger, Phil. Mag. [7] 36, 443 (1945).
17
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V. Second-Order Effects in Elasticity and Viscosity

1. QuASI-ΗθΟΚΕΑΝ ELASTICITY

Hooke's law is formulated in Section IV-2 by means of the two equations
(56). Expressing the tensor of stress as a function of the tensor of strain,
these can be combined into one tensor equation
Prs = Κ€νδΓ8 + 2G€rs{o)

(91)

where 5rs is called Kronecker's delta and is defined by
1

0

0

0

1 0

0

0

I

(92)

I

1

For equation (91) we can also write, as in Love's book,10 [Art. 126, equation (8)]
Prs = Xz,€v5r8 + 2(?€ re

where XL is called Lamo's elasticity modulus.
If \L and G are constants, themselves not depending upon the state of
stress or strain, this is a linear equation in the stress and strain components.
When the strain is finite and we replace e by e, writing
Prs = XLev8rs + 2Gers = F A . + 2Gers

(93)

the equation looks no different from (91) and is still linear in tensors;
however, as will presently be shown, this is misleading. Actually at once
second-order effects in the strain components appear. The magnitude of
these effects depends upon the measure of strain which is used for ers. We
shall first discuss this aspect:
There is no unique measure of strain. A prismatic element with edges
l0,i, kj, l0,k Oriented in the directions of the principal axes i, j , k will
generally be deformed into a prismatic element with edges U , l3-, lk (the
angles between the sides are not changed because there is no shear of the
planes normal to the principal directions). If the strain is infinitesimal, we
have, in accordance with equation (36)
€< =

Ι^οΛ

A - i =

λ<

- 1

(94)

where
\i =

7

-

(95)

This measure of strain is the Cauchy measure. We can generalize it for finite
strain, writing (as in Equation (94) for finite deformation)
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e? = \i - 1

(96)

But every function of λ; can be used as a measure of strain (or, in general,
of deformation) provided (a) it vanishes for λ; = 1 when U = l0ti and there
is no change of form or volume, (&) it is reduced to equation (94) when
(U/lo,i) — 1 is infinitesimal; and (c) it is a dimensionless figure.19 This is so
in the case of the Hencky measure (38) because
ef = In JL = In [1 + (λ,· - 1)]= (λ{ - 1) -

(λ<

7

1}

° + ···

(97)

This is also the case with respect to the following measures of deformation
or strain which have been proposed,20 among others, by Swainger (98),
Green (99) and Almansi (100). They are
et = 1 - ί

(98)

At

ef =

λ

- ^

et =

X

~21/λ<2

= (λ,· - 1) + h (λ,· - If

(99)
(100)

Swainger proposed equation (98) in connection with his investigations on
large deformations of metals, following (but independently of) Koerber.21
In order to appreciate the differences between these measures, let the length
of a rod be doubled; then the different measures will give
ec = 100%,

e° = 150%,

eH = 66%,

eA = 37.5%,

es = 50%

while when its length is halved, they give
c
e

= -50%,

e° = - 3 7 . 5 % ,

e* = - 6 6 % ,
eA = - 1 5 0 % ,

es = - 1 0 0 %

19
This is required in order that the strain should not depend upon the dimensions
of the body. For example, a steel rod of 1 cm.2 cross-sectional area if pulled by means
of a force of 1000 kg. is elongated approximately by % mm. if its length is 1 m., by
1 mm. if its length is 2 mm., etc. Physical considerations, however, require that the
physical quantity characterizing the process, i.e., the strain, should be independent
of the accidental length and therefore should be the same in both cases.
20 p o r references compare the exhaustive survey by C. Truesdell, J. Rat. Mech.
and Analysis 1, 125-300 (1952). Almansi proposed equation (100) from purely theoretical considerations. Equation (99) is the measure given in Love from theoretical
considerations as the measure of finite strain without mentioning its special character. It was used by Kirchhoff in connection with his investigations on very thin rods.
21
While this measure was evolved to describe plastic deformation and not recoverable strain, such distinction is immaterial for the purpose of the following considerations.
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It is clear that if the elastic response of some material can be adequately
described by the linear relation (93) when some such measure e is used,
the application of any other measure will result in a nonlinear relation
with second- and higher-order terms.
This fact, however, is trivial by comparison with the appearance of two
wholly new phenomena not included even approximately in the linear
theory (91). Inspection of Fig. 7 shows that, using the Hencky measure,
simple shear is accompanied by an extension (exx) in the direction of the
displacement (x) and a contraction ( — ew) in the direction of the displacement gradient (y). Using the same method of the Mohr circle for other
measures we find that this is generally the case whatever the measure, with
eix and eyy vanishing. Alternatively we may calculate the stresses by a
method given by Love10 (Arts. 37 and 49) and find the values entered in
Table I. We see that if the stress is calculated from equation (93), in order
to maintain simple shear, i.e., to keep H constant, it is necessary to apply
two normal tractions in addition to the shearing tractions pxy ; namely, a
pressure pyy and a tension pxx, both giving also an isotropic stress pm . On
the other hand, should these tractions be absent, there will be an extension
in the ^-direction, a contraction in the ^-direction, and a cubical dilatation.
The first phenomenon, about which more will be said in the following subsection, was observed by Poynting and may be named the Poynting effect;
the second was predicted by Kelvin and may be named the Kelvin effect.
22

M. Reiner, Proc. Intern. Congr. Theoret. Appl. Mech., Istanbul,

to be published.
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2. T H E POYNTING EFFECT

For the explanation of the first effect we consider the elastic torsion of a
right circular cylinder assuming the material to be quasi-Hookean in
accordance with equation (93) when either the Almansi or the Green measure is used. Let I be the length of the cylinder and Ω its twist so that Ω/Ζ is
the twist per unit length. Let us make experimental arrangements such as
were carried out by Rivlin23 so that the length is kept constant and the
pressure distribution over the ends can be determined. Thus it is a case
analogous to the simple shear considered in the preceding subsection.
Written as complete tensors we have, for simple shear,
6rs

0
1
0

1
-y
0

0
0

7
1
0

1
0
0

01
0
0

o|

(101)

In the large torsion of the right circular cylinder, we have analogously

e

A _ rü
" ~ 21

a _ rü
~ 21

6rs

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

rü

T
0

rü

(102)

l

T
1

0

where the axial direction z corresponds to the y of simple shear and the
tangential direction Θ to the direction x. We calculate the stress from
equation (93) and apply the stress equations (24). We find that (neglecting
mass forces) the second and the third are complied with identically, while
the first gives
OK
dr

2Geei

= 0

(103)

In the case of the Almansi measure, integration yields
Prr = F0 = COnst.
23

R. S. Rivlin, J. Appl. Phys. 18, 444 (1947).

(104)
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Assuming the sides r = R to be stressfree, this makes F0A = 0. In the
case of the Green measure we find similarly
2
(105)
K = _ <*w - r )
2P
Accordingly

Qftt
ft = - ^ψ
Ä

= _ «WzV)

(106)
(107)

In both cases the result is that pressures acting upon the bases of the
cylinder are required in order to keep its length constant. This was found
experimentally by Rivlin23 for rubber, albeit with a distribution different
from both pAzz and pazz. Similar results with different distributions can be
derived from other measures such as those listed in Table I and from
combinations of them.
Conversely, it may be concluded that in the absence of such pressures
the cylinder Avould extend in length. Such an effect was in fact observed
by Poynting in steel wires. Figure 10 makes it understandable how a tension
pee, as in the case of the Green measure, will cause extension in the ^-direction by a kind of "strangulation."
3. CROSS-ELASTICITY

The work of the preceding subsection shows that the theory embodied
in equation (93) prejudices experimental results. If some definite measure
of strain is assumed, this carries with it a definite distribution of pressure
over the ends of a cylinder which may or may not be confirmed by experiment. This drawback can possibly be overcome by searching for a suitable
measure, for instance, by combining some of the measures listed above.
Thus Rivlin, in the experiment mentioned above, found that the normal
pressure pzz over the plane ends of the cylinder was larger at the centre,

FIG. 10. "Strangulation" stresses. Tangential tension giving rise to radial compression.
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falling off parabohcally toward the edge, where it has a definite value. This
is not in accordance with either (106) or (107) but could be described
by a measure combining both, for instance, in the form24 eA + eG or λ2 +
l/λ 2 . Rivlin succeeded with another measure introduced by Mooney. This
subject is treated more fully in Chapter 10 and Vol. II, Chap. 6. There is,
however, another difficulty which cannot be overcome in this manner.
All measures result in pressures at the ends or elongations when the ends
are stressfree. While it is true that this statement is in conformity with the
only two experimental investigations on large strains (Poynting's and
Rivlin's), there is no reason known why some metal other than steel should
not show shortening of a rod in torsion.25 Experiments by Swift26 have in
fact shown that in plastic torsion rods made of steel or copper lengthen,
but those of lead shorten. Equation (93) could not describe such elastic
shortening, G being necessarily positive. This points to the fact that the
rheological equation (93) is not general enough. It has been generalized by
Reiner27 to
Pre = F08rs + 2Gers + 4(? c Σ

a

er«eaa

(108)2·8

The factor Gc has been named the modulus of cross-elasticity. Any measure
of strain can now be used and as Gc may have either sign, the second-order
term may imply either pressure or tensions at the cylinder bases and therefore either extension or shortening in the absence of normal stress. Reiner
has also shown27 that there are no third- or higher-order terms to equation (108).
4. CROSS-VISCOSITY

Second-order effects of the kind described in Subsections 1 and 2 above
cannot arise in classical viscosity. In viscous flow the amount of finite
deformation reached at any time is of no physical significance. As a matter
of fact no definite meaning can be attached to such deformation because, in
contradistinction to elasticity, while there exists an "unstrained state'' no
"undeformed state" can be defined. As explained in Section IV-4 the
viscous resistance at any moment t depends upon the gradient of the
24
This measure was derived by Wall for rubber from microstructural considerations.
26
This is what engineers rather expect to happen and papers have been published
to prove that shortening must occur.
26
H. W. Swift, Engineering 163, 253 (1947).
27
M. Reiner, Am. J. Math. 70, 433-446 (1948).
28
Equation (108) embodies six equations of which two are written here explicitly

Pxx = F0 + 2Gexx + 4Gc(4* + ely + a.)
pxy = 2Gexy + 4Ä (exxexy + exyeyy + exaezy)

(108,1)
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infinitesimal displacement during the time element dt following t. Here the
second-order effects result from a generalization of equation (74) in analogy
to (108) to
Pre

(109)

— F oVrs

Equation (109) was derived by Reiner29 as the most general law of a viscous
liquid. The factor η0 has been named coefficient of cross-viscosity. In
laminar shear between two parallel platens when the material is open to
air pressure = 0 in the ^-direction, we find
Vx

Pv:

Vxv = Ρυχ =

Vzz =

Vcj

Vi

9/

·2

Pvz =

Vzx

(no)
=

0 J

Two second-order effects are present:
(a) In order to maintain simple shear an isotropic tension or compression
is necessary, in accordance with the sign of η6. If this is absent there will be
a cubical dilatation observed by Reynolds in wet sand and named dilatancy.
(b) There are "cross-stresses" in the direction of flow (x) and in the
direction of its gradient (y) both being algebraically equal. Rivlin30 has
solved problems of flow of a liquid following equation (109) under the
assumption that it is incompressible. Braun and Reiner31 have treated the
problems without making this restriction. In the case of torsional flow
between two parallel platens at distance H, one at rest and the other rotating with angular velocity Ω, one finds from the application of equation (24)
Pr;

tf(R2 - r2)yc
2H2

Vzz = —

ti\R2 - 3r2)r?c
2# 2

(in)

If the upper platen has an opening in the center to which a vertical tube is
attached, the liquid will be forced by the pressure prr to flow radially
toward the center against the action of centrifugal forces, and arriving at
the center it will be forced by the pressure pzz to rise in the tube against the
action of gravity. The whole arrangement thus forms a centripetal pump.
It should be noted that pZ2 = 0 for R/\/S and that for r = R, prr vanishes
while pzz is a tension. This provides a criterion for the occurrance or absence
29
30
31

M. Reiner, Am. J. Math. 67, 350-362 (1945).
R. S. Rivlin, Proc. Roy. Soc. A193, 260-281 (1948).
I. Braun and M. Reiner, Quart. J. Mech. Appl. Math. 5, 42 (1952).
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of cross-viscosity. Rivlin and Greensmith32 have claimed to have proved
experimentally the existence of a cross-viscosity effect in solutions of
polyisobutylene in orthodichlorobenzene, but Roberts33 claims to have
repeated their experiments with negative results.33*
VI. Complex Bodies31
1. FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES AND RHEOLOGICAL MODELS

Elasticity and viscosity are fundamental properties of rheology. To this
must be added, as a third, plasticity. Plastic and viscous flow have been
defined in Section I-l. Accordingly, plasticity is essentially the property of
a solid body which is in the elastic state when the stresses are below the
yield stress # and in plastic state when this is exceeded. The function of the
rheological variables which determines the yield point, i.e., the transition
from the elastic to the plastic state, is called the plasticity flow condition.
This will be treated in Section VII below. In simple shear or tangential
strain the yield stress will be $t , in pure extension or normal strain it
will be $n , the flow condition enabling us to express one by means of the
other.
We have mentioned the method of qualitative rheological analysis by
means of mechanical models in Section I-l. For the three fundamental
properties the following models suggest themselves:
(a) A helical spring, the elastic behavior of which is described in Section
IV-3, to represent the Hooke body (H) with
Al

= W)

(112)

where (E) is the "over-all" elastic modulus of equation (73.2).
(b) A dashpot, for instance, in the form of a test tube filled with a highly
viscous oil, in which a plunger is loosely fitted, to represent the Newtonian
liquid (N). Here

tl = -ζ

(113)

(c) A weight resting on a table top with solid friction between them,
32

R. S. Rivlin and H. W. Greensmith, Nature 168, 664 (1951).
J. E. Roberts, Proc. 2nd Intern. Congr. Rheol., London (1954).
33a
In a letter to the author Mooney wrote: "There may be liquids which are adequately described by the theories of Reiner and of Rivlin; but I do not believe any
such liquids have so far been found." However, Truesdell (loc. cit.20) has suggested
from similarity considerations that there may be a cross-viscosity effect in air, and
Reiner [Bull. Research Council Israel 2, 65 (1952)] has observed a phenomenon which
could possibly be thus interpreted.
34
Compare also M. Reiner, Proc. 1st Intern. Congr. Rheol., Scheveningen (1949).
33
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pulled via a Hookean spring, to represent the plastic solid. This may be
named after St. Venant (St.V).
In order to represent complex bodies with complex rheological properties,
these elements can be coupled either in parallel (|) or in series (—). When
coupled in parallel, the loads taken by each one of the elements are additive,
while the rate of elongation of both is the same. When coupled in series,
the rates of elongation of both are additive, while each takes the same total
load.
The model itself can be represented in shorthand by a structural formula
such as H—N or H\N.
2. PLASTICO-VISCOSITY

Plasticity as a fundamental property is treated in Chapters 3 and 4. We
shall deal here with the behavior of a complex material which can be represented by a model in accordance with the structural formula (compare
Fig. 11)
B =

N—SLV

(114)

The corresponding ideal material is named the Bingham body. It is a plastic
solid which resists plastic flow not only with static friction, as the St.
Venant body, but also with a viscosity which may be named plastic viscosity (ηρι). By combining equations (113) and (114) we find for this
mechanism
(115)
Vpl

The models work with elongations (ΔΖ) under pulls (P), but they can serve
to represent not only linear dilatation but also shear and cubical dilatation.
Translating forces and elongations into stresses and deformations, we are

5tV
P

IT

77777777/.

FIG. 11. Model for Bingham body.
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led to an appropriate rheological equation, a procedure which constitutes
the heuristic value of the mechanical model. Thus for the Bingham body in
shear, considering equation (74),
r — &t = ηρι-γ

(116)

i t may be mentioned that historically rheology started with this equation
when Bingham and Green35 discovered that oil paint (before drying) was "a
plastic solid and not a viscous liquid."
Introducing dv/dr for 7 and integrating the stress equations on the model
of 5.1 and 5.2 we find
(a) For the tube plastometer the Buckingham-Reiner equation

**-'[-£+ί(ί)Ί
where V and P are the consistency variables of equations (83) and (84).
There is a solid plug of radius r0 which is not sheared, but moves as a whole
r0 = —
(118)
Ap
(6) For the co-axial rotating-cylinder plastometer of the Couette-type
the Reiner-Riwlin equation
2a
1 - a

M
2ΑΛτΑ

,ρι

a
1- a
(119)

«= (!)'
Inequation (119)
M

2Riirh

= P > ?
a

(120)

in which case all material between the cylinders flow. Otherwise there is a
solid shell attached to the external cylinder which moves as a whole, similar
to the plug of (a).
3. FIRMO-VISCOSITY

The property represented by a mechanical model whose structural
formula is
K = H\N
35

(121)

E. C. Bingham and H. Green, Proc. Am. Soc. Testing Materials Pt. II, 19, 640
(1919).
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F I G . 12. Model for Kelvin body.

has been named firmo-viscosity. K denotes Kelvin body. The model is
shown in Fig. 12.
Combining equations (112) and (113), adding loads, gives
P = PH + PN = (E)M + (Va)M

(122)
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It can easily be seen from the model that the Kelvin body is a solid, i.e.,
it will come to a state of rest when the spring has taken up the load. Its
viscosity is accordingly solid viscosity (as indicated by subscript s to η)
damping both the appearance and disappearance of the elastic strain.
Equation (122) translated into a rheological equation and written for
the case of shear gives
r = Gy + Vsj

(123)

This is a linear differential equation in 7, the integral of which is
7 = exp. ( ~ - Π γ

0

+ - | τ exp. ( - tjdt

(124)

where y0 is the initial strain at the time t = 0.
Let the stress r be constant = r 0 , then from equation (124)

»-S + (*+§)«*(-ά)

(125)

where we have introduced
U. = §

(126)

If 7o = T0/G, there will be stationary equilibrium as with a Hooke body.
This confirms that the Kelvin body is a solid. However, if yQ = 0, there
will be, under constant stress, a continuous deformation proceeding in time,
albeit at a decreasing rate. This, when tret. is very large, may simulate slow
flow. It is therefore sometimes spoken of as (primary) creep. Finally (for
t = 00) the shear r0/G is reached. The elastic shear therefore does not appear instantaneously but is delayed in an elastic fore-effect with tTet. as
time of retardation. If the stress is removed (r0 = 0), the shear vanishes in
an elastic aftereffect (or creep recovery), theoretically at t = <*>, but if
tTet. is not too large practically at finite time. Both elastic fore- and aftereffect constitute delayed or retarded elasticity.
The rheological equation (123) has been used to describe the damping of
free oscillations of solids, e.g., torsional oscillations of metal wires. Quantitative agreement can only be obtained when it is assumed that the material
is composed of a spectrum of Kelvin bodies coupled in series. It should be
noted that a number of Kelvin bodies coupled in parallel is equivalent to
one single Kelvin body.
The materials with which rheology has to deal are mostly dispersed
systems composed of solid and liquid phases. In such solid-liquid systems
the //"-element may stand fo£ the solid, the iV-element for the liquid phase.
For instance a material in transition from sol to gel where gel "sponges,"
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themselves imbibed with liquid, are suspended in a liquid, might be represented by the structural formula (H\N)—N. When explaining solid viscosity Kelvin considered a gel, but Voigt postulated equation (123) for a
homogeneous one-phase material. While the designation Voigt body is
sometimes used36 for a material represented by the model of Fig. 13, this
is a case where the symbolic character of the models becomes evident. They
should not be taken literally.37 One may use the designation "Kelvin body"
for a dispersed multiphase material where the model is a picture of the
structure, and the designation "Voigt body" for a homogeneous one-phase
material where the model wrorks by means of analogies and could as well be
of the electrical kind used, for instance, by Schofield and Scott Blair38 for
the representation of the rheological behavior of dough.
4. ELASTICO-VISCOSITY

The property represented by the mechanical model shown in Fig. 13 and
the structural formula
M = H\N

(127)

is called elastico-viscosity. M denotes Maxwell body. By taking time
derivatives on both sides of equation (112) and adding rates of elongations
to those of equation (113) we find
tl = tlH +

AIN

=

T^T

+ τζ-

(128)

As will be seen, the Maxwell body is a liquid because it exhibits flow under
constant load. Its elasticity is liquid or relaxing elasticity, which is indicated by the subscript / to E.
From (128) we get
7 = £ + -

(129)

which on integration yields
r = exp. ( - — t\

\T0

+ Gi f 7 exp. (— tj dt\

(130)

where r0 is the initial stress. Let the rate of shear y be constant = y0 ·
36

T . Alfrey, J r . , "Mechanical Behavior of High P o l y m e r s . " Interscience, NewYork, 1948.
37
Compare discussion Reiner-Roscoe, Brit. J. Appl. Phys. 1, 332 (1950).
38
R. K. Schofield and G. W. Scott Blair, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A160, 87-94
(1937).
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H=N

/

Relaxation of stress

FIG. 13. Model for Maxwell body.

Equation (130) then gives
T

= y0r} +

(TO

- ΐοη) exp. ( — -— j

(131)

where
(132)
If T0 = 7o?7, there will be steady flow with the internal stress in equilibrium
with the load, as is the case with a Newtonian liquid. The Maxwell body is
therefore a liquid, even though it may be described as an elastic liquid.
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When the body is deformed by some stress r0 and the deformation is kept
constant (y0 = 0) the stress diminishes in time with tTe\. as time of relaxation. When the time of relaxation is large, the rate of flow, as seen from
To = T0/Gtiei. , is very small and one speaks of (secondary) creep. This
creep, however, is not recovered; on the removal of the load the deformation
remains.
The mechanism assumed by Maxwell when deriving the concept of
relaxation refers to a homogeneous one-phase system and the model shown
in Fig. 13 should be understood by analogy.
The rheological equation of the Maxwell body has been used for the
description of the creep of glasses and high-polymer substances. Here also
quantitative agreement requires the assumption of a spectrum of Maxwell
bodies, coupled in parallel. A number of Maxwell bodies coupled in series
is equivalent with one single If-body.
5. COMBINATION OF THREE AND MORE FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES

The Bingham, Kelvin and Maxwell-bodies each combine two fundamental properties. There are materials and states where these do not
provide sufficient approximations. In such cases more than two fundamental properties must be combined. The following ideal bodies have been
proposed at one time or another:
(a) The Schwedoff body with the structual formula B-H was postulated
by Schwedoff39 when he found that the stress in a 0.5 % gelatine solution
does not completely relax.
(b) The Poynting and Thomson body. These authors were the first40 to
use mechanical models. They proposed a mechanism in accordance with
the structural formula H\M in order to illustrate the elastic aftereffect
in a glass fiber. This ideal material has been used to represent "anelasticity" 41 in metals.
(c) The Letheruch body?1 proposed for the description of the behavior
of elastic bitumen, is based on the model N\M.
(d) The Trouton and Rankine body.** These authors proposed a model in
accordance with the structural formula N-PTh to illustrate the behavior
of a lead wire in torsion.
(e) The Jeffreys bodyu with the structural formula N-K was postulated
39

T . Schwedoff, Rapp. pres. congr. intern, phys. 1, 478-486 (1900).
J . H . P o y n t i n g and J . J . Thomson, " P r o p e r t i e s of M a t t e r . " Charles Griffin
London, 1902.
41
C. Zener, " E l a s t i c i t y and Anelasticity of M e t a l s . " Univ. of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 1948.
42
W. Lethersich, J. Soc. Chem. Ind. 61, 101-108 (1942).
" F . T r o u t o n and R a n k i n e , Phil. Mag. [6] 8, 655 (1904).
44
H. Jeffreys, " T h e E a r t h . " Cambridge Univ. Press, New York, 1952.
40
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for the description of the rheological behavior of the earth's crust. Its
rheological equation can also be written in the form45
T +

ytrel.

=

η(Ύ +

jtret.)

(133)

Among other materials, it is suitable for bitumen.
(/) The Burgers body** is a combination of four elements in accordance
with M-K. It is suitable for concrete.
(g) The Schofield and Scott Blair body is a fifth-order body in accordance
with Schw-K. It was evolved by these authors for the description of the
rheological behavior of flour dough.
6. LIMITATIONS OF TREATMENT

The approach to problems of rheological behavior described in the preceding subsections of the present Section VI, while very widely used, has
certain limitations. First, as has already been mentioned, there is seldom,
if ever, one single structure present in the body. This becomes apparent
from the fact that observational data do not fit the simple exponential law
to which the integration of the rheological equations leads. In such cases
one can still define trei. from the time which it takes for the stress at constant strain to be reduced to one eth of its magnitude and similarly tret.
from the time it takes the strain in an elastic recovery to be reduced to
one e th ; and use both trei. and tTet. for the characterization of the material.
On the other hand, spectra of structures with corresponding times öf relaxation and retardation are assumed in a number of investigations.
Secondly, the parameters of elasticity and viscosity are assumed to be
constants, with consequent simplification in integration, but are actually
variable. This aspect is treated in Section VIII below. Thirdly, while deformations may be finite, strains are assumed to be infinitesimal and
second order-effects resulting from a rotation of principal axes in shear are
neglected. This results from using degenerate forms of the rheological
equations, in which the tangential components of stress (r) and deformation (7) are related to one-another, instead of the complete tensors (prs
and dr8 or ers). The latter approach, which is of considerable mathematical
difficulty, was made by Fromm47 in respect to the M-body and by Oldroyd48
in respect to the Jeffreys body (compare Chapter 16). Fourthly, and
connected with the preceding point, behaviors under isotropic and shearing
stress are treated independently, resulting in cubical dilatation and dis45

M. Reiner, Bull. Research Council Israel 1, No. 3, 5-25 (1951).
J. M. Burgers, "First Report on Viscosity and Plasticity" North Holland
Publ., Amsterdam, 1935.
47
H. Fromm, Z. angew. Math. u. Mech. 28, 43-54 (1948).
48
J. G. Oldroyd, Proc. Roy. Soc. A200, 523-547 (1950).
46
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tortion only, with consequent neglect of dilatancy, which, however, will
generally be present in the forms of elastic, plastic, and viscous dilatancy.
7. T H E WEISSENBERG EFFECT

No attempt can be made in the present chapter to enlarge the treatment
so that these limitations may be overcome. Mention will only be made of
a case when they become strikingly manifest in a series of phenomena which
can be comprised under the designation of the Weissenberg effect. These
phenomena, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 14, were first demonstrated by
Weissenberg.49 They constitute essentially a centripetal-pump effect as
described in Section V-4 above. They could therefore be attributed to
cross-viscosity. This attitude has been taken by Rivlin.50 All liquids which
Weissenberg mentions in his publications (to which may be added certain
sweetened condensed milks51 and blown bitumen52) exhibit elasticity of
shape under the action of transient forces and Weissenberg maintains that
the phenomena are due to a Poynting effect, using Green's measure, of the
dispersed phase which causes the elastic response. As can be seen from
equation (107) this implies that pzz vanishes at the outer edge of torsional
flow, a condition in contradiction with cross-viscosity [compare equation (111)].
This statement cannot be reversed, i.e., should there be a pressure distribution in accordance with (111) the effect could still be due to the elasticity
of the material or, more specifically, to the elasticity of the dispersed phase.
The problem has therefore not yet found its definite solution and there is
no reason why the Weissenberg effect, which is a gross phenomenon, should
not be due to different micromechanisms in different materials. Finally it
may be pointed out that any difference in the tension and compression
behavior of the dispersed phase, partaking in the flow of the liquid medium,
would give rise to cross-stresses in shear. This can be seen from the Mohr
circles of Fig. 7. If the dispersed phase should consist of small threads
which can take up tension but collapse under compression, this would
cause such a difference.53 A model for this type of structure is provided by
some kinds of cotton wool with which experiment 7 of Fig. 14 can be demonstrated.
49

K. Weissenberg, Nature 159, 310 (1947).
R. S. Rivlin, Nature 161, 567 (1948).
51
M. Reiner, G. W. Scott Blair, and H. B. Hawley. / . Soc. Chem. Ind. 68, 327-328
(1949).
62
K. Lax-Weiner and R. Schoenfeld-Reiner, Bull. Research Council Israel 2,
66 (1952).
63
Sir Geoffrey Taylor, Proc. 2nd Intern. Congr. Rheol., Oxford p. 5 (1954).
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FIG. 14. The Weissenberg effect.
VII. Energy Considerations
1. T H E STRESSWORK

When the forces P act upon the body, they perform the work Wp . Excluding nonmechanical kinds of energy, the first law of thermodynamics
requires that
Wp = Wk + Ws

(134)

where Wk is the kinetic energy imparted to the body in unit time and Ws
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is the stress power. Considering a prismatic element we find from equations
(12) and (33)
W

s

=

Σ Prsdrs
r,s

(135)

where ws is the stress power per unit volume of the material. This can be
expressed as the sum of the stress power for changing volume and the
stress power for changing shape as follows:
Ws = Wv + W(0)

wv = pmdv
W

(o)

=

(136)

2-u Vrs(o) drs(o)
r,8

The time integral of the stress power is the stress work. This can either be
conserved as potential (elastic) or dissipated as thermal energy. The first
is the strain work which vanishes in a closed cycle. In an isothermal Theological process the second can only increase.
2. STRENGTH

Strength is the limit to which a material can be strained.54 It is determined
by the maximum strain work which can be expended upon a volume element of the body at any point. This maximum strain work is called the
(ultimate) resilience (R) of the material. In accordance with (136,2) and
(136,3) there are two independent kinds of strength, namely voluminal and
distortional, determined by the voluminal resilience Rv and the distortional
resilience Rio) . When the resilience of a material is exceeded it either
breaks in a brittle manner or flows plastically.
(a) A Hooke solid has both voluminal and distortional strength. Applying
(136,2) upon (56,1) we find
pp
1 d{p2)
wv = -pev = — = - K —jK
Z at

,10-v
(137)

Let $v be the isotropic stress of volume strength and Rv the cubical resilience, then by integration of equation (137)
#v = \/2KRV

(138)

In most materials — &υ will be immeasurably great and when the isotropic
tension exceeds -\-ϋν the material will break in a brittle manner; in other
words, there will be no volume plasticity. This is sometimes taken for
granted, but, as will be explained in Section IX below, this is valid as a
first approximation only.
54

M. Reiner and K. Weissenberg, Rheology Leaflet N o . 10, 12 (1939).
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Applying (136,3) we have in accordance with (56, 2)

Σ

1

Vrs{o)trs{o)

V*

·

~ 7^' L· Vr*{o)Vrs{o)

_

1

\ ^

~ ^ , ' 2-s

dlPrs(o)Vr8(o)]

/ΙΟΓΛ

(1θ9)

~T.

Let &(o) be the stress deviator of the shear strength, and R(o) the distortional
resilience, then integration of equation (139) yields
4(jß(0) = #(ο)χχ+# (0)1/2/ + $\o)zz + 2#(o)v* + 2t?(0)2X + 2#(o)X2/

(140)

It can be shown that the expression on the right-hand side of (140) is equal
to — 2ΙΙΡ(0) where II is the so called second invariant and p(o) indicates the
stress deviator. When the stress deviator (shearing stress = stress differences)
exceeds #(θ) , the material will either break or flow plastically. The conditions for fracture related to &v and #(o) are in accordance with H u b e r t
theory of strength.
The condition for the plastic distortional strength expressed by Ä(o) is
Hencky's flow condition. Replacing Ä(o) by IIP(0) yields v. Mises flow condition. It should be noted that these two flow conditions are identical only
for the Hooke body. In this case the strength conditions can also be expressed in terms of ultimate strain instead of ultimate stress, there being a
one-to-one relation between them. The resilience is the joint invariant of
both ultimate stress and ultimate strain. For further developments compare Chapters 3 and 4.
(b) While the stress work of the Hooke solid is entirely conserved, the cubical strength work only of the Newtonian liquid is conserved, the distortional stress power being continually and completely dissipated.
A Newtonian liquid accordingly has isotropic strength, practically
infinite in compression and considerable in tension, but no shear strength.
The isotropic tension strength appears only if the liquid is truly homogeneous, i.e., in the absence of air bubbles. The phenomenon of cavitation in
which small parts of a solid (e.g., cast iron) are broken off when in contact
with streaming water is partly due to the strength of water exceeding that
of the solid.55
(c) For the Kelvin solid we find from equation (123)
W(o) = ry = Gyy + η8γ

(141)

The condition for failure through either plastic flow or rupture in distortion
is therefore
/ (w(0) - Vsi2) dt = G fo* yydt-GlL·^
where 7/ is the shearing strain at which failure occurs.
55

M. Reiner, Engineering p. 454 (1943).

R{0)

(142)
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From equation (142)
7/ = ^ / ψ

(143)

so that from equation (123)
rf = \/2R~G + vsi = rsf + vsi

(144)

where τ«/ is the ultimate stress in static failure.
A Kelvin solid therefore fails in distortion when the strain reaches a
definite limit (7/) in accordance with (143), while the stress at which the
material fails (77) increases with the rate of strain. This, for instance, is
the case with mild steel; the strength of steel is thus connected with
its "anelasticity" (compare Section VI-6). There is competition between
voluminal and distortional resilience. In the "cup and cone" fracture of a
mild steel rod both are present, the former being exceeded first at the axis
of the rod where the isotropic component of stress is greatest.
(d) For the Maxwell body we find from equation (129)
2

W(o) = Tj = ^ + -

(145)

The failure condition is therefore

/( W ( o ) _L) d i = i../% fdi = ^

= Ä(o)

(146)

where 77 is the shearing stress at which failure occurs.
From equation (146)
rf = y/2RjGl

(147)

so that from equation (129)
. _ t
y
+

''G

/2R0Gi _ T

1/—

-£+Τ8/

(148)

where yaf is the rate of strain at which the material fails under a constant
static load.
A Maxwell body therefore fails when the stress reaches a definite limit
(77) in accordance with (147) while the rate of strain at which the material
fails (7/) increases with the rate of stress. This has been confined for certain
"plastics" (compare also Reiner and Freudenthal 56 ).
56
M. Reiner and A. M. Freudenthal, Proc. 5th Intern Congr. Theoret. Appl. Mechanics pp. 228-233 (1938).
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VIII. Variability of Rheological Coefficients
1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

In the foregoing we have assumed that the parameters in the rheological
equations or the rheological coefficients such as κ, (7, E, v, η, η8, etc. are
"constants." While their numerical value will be, of course, in each case
dependent upon physical parameters which are outside the field of rheology,
such as temperature, electrical charge, etc., they were assumed to be independent of the rheological variables themselves. This view is too narrow.
First of all, it is known that the rheological coefficients appearing in the
distortional equations (G and η etc.) depend upon the isotropic pressure
(or tension) under which the material stands, or its density, or its cubical
dilatation. This dependence is treated in Chapter 10. We have already
mentioned in Section III-4 that the cubical dilation is an invariant of the
deformation. If the deformation is infinitesimal, it is its first invariant (44)
and this is also the case when the deformation is finite if measured in the
Hencky measure [compare equation (49)]. We have also mentioned a second
invariant of a tensor, namely, of the stress deviator, in Section VII-2a.
Generally, every tensor is determined by three such principal invariants.
The first invariant of a deviator vanishes, leaving in this case only two.
One may say that generally every rheological coefficient will be a function
of the first invariant of either the stress or strain tensor through the change
of density of the material, and of the second and third of their deviators.
Taking account of the first from tables or empirical equations relating the
coefficient to either isotropic (hydrostatic) pressure or density, we are left
with the problem of its dependence upon the other two.
In a purely formal mathematical approach we can use the invariants of
the deviators of either stress or strain as arguments in the functional dependence of the coefficient. In a physical approach, which will facilitate a
better understanding of the problem, we may use what Truesdell20 has
named the joint invariant of both, namely the distortional stress power
which is a scalar and therefore invariant against any change of coordinates.
For the physical interpretation it may be assumed that a change of any of
the rheological coefficients in the course of the deformation or through deformation must be due to a change of microstructure of the material. Such
change of structure, dislodging the system from a state of equilibrium or of
minimum internal energy, will require work: since that work has to be performed in a certain time against the time of relaxation the governing quantity is power. Assuming that all volumetric stress work is conserved as
elastic potential energy, it will be the distortional stress power which
causes a change of structure and thereby of the rheological coefficients.
We may denote the latter in a general manner by C. In its variations we
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shall naturally distinguish between two values: one when the material is
in the "natural" state, unstrained in the case of elastic solid, at rest in a
viscous liquid. This we may denote by C0. The other λνίΐΐ be its value when
changed to the maximum extent by the expenditure of extreme stress
power: let this be C«,. Finally C will be changed from C0 to C«, less readily
or more readily in accordance with the magnitude of a stability coefficient χ.
The structural state at a certain stage characterized by a definite value
of W(o) is determined by C« — C and χ can therefore be defined by
X = ^00 "~ ^
(149)
dC/dibo
The coefficient of stability χ is then that power input through which
Coo — Co is reduced to its eth part. Here again the presence of a spectrum
of structures will cause the experimental curve to deviate from the exponential curve of (149) but the definition of χ given before may be retained.
2. GENERAL BODIES AND STRUCTURAL VISCOSITY

When one or another of the parameters appearing in a rheological equation of the type (74) is not a constant, the flow curve or consistency curve
will cease to be a straight line: the ideal body represented by the rheological
equation is thereby generalized and we may speak of a generalized or nonlinear Hooke solid, generalized or nonlinear Newtonian liquid, etc. For the
nonlinear Newtonian liquid the term non-Newtonian liquid is in use and
for its variable viscosity Ostwald has introduced the term structural viscosity. In this case an equation similar to (149) with φ for C has been proposed. If this expression were introduced into (74), integration would jdeld
equations which should take the place of (82) and (86), etc. The mathematical difficulties of integration in closed form are avoided by developing
7 = <pf(r)
which in the nonlinear case has to replace (88) with a power series

*-[«+5£π|·'*]'

(150)

(151)

Integration for the tube and the rotation viscometer then gives57
F = z

4 / < " + > ) 2 n + 3p2„+1
ιίΤο
η\
η + 2

V =
<2 +1)
rm=2n
1 ^ //.(2n+l)
"
Pv"
(-1Γ
(2n+l)p2„+1_m(1_a2n+1_„)-|
1 — a n-o (2ra + 1 ) ! LΣ
>»-o 2n + 1 — m

τΐ

" M. Reiner, Physics 6, 321 (1934).

(153)
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If one definite n is assumed instead of a series, with the n possibly a fraction,
equations (152) and (153) represent "power laws," which constitute interpolation formula of practical value in many cases. The best known such
formula is the Nutting-Scott Blair equation.58
Similar considerations are applicable in other cases of nonlinear laws. As
mentioned above, the distortional stress power will generally be a function
of the three invariants of deformation. In laminar shear the first and the
third vanish and the second is reduced to pt2. The distortional stress power
W(0) can then be replaced in the above equation by pt2. This is similar to the
use of von Mises' instead of Hencky's flow condition in Section VII-2.
IX. Volume Rheology
1. T H E TWO COEFFICIENTS OF VOLUME VISCOSITY

Classical mechanics of continua postulates that all materials, solids and
liquids alike, behave under isotropic stress in the same manner, namely as
perfectly elastic solids. In the preceeding sections the same view has been
taken. This is justified as a first approximation. However, that the elastic
straining of a real material must be accompanied by a viscous resistance
causing damping of free oscillations is obvious from the second law of the
thermodynamics. A "solid" coefficient of viscosity η8 was accordingly introduced in Section VI-3 for the distorsional part of the deformation. As all
rheological coefficients will exist in pairs, there must be a voluminal counterpart to η8. Denoting volume viscosity by f, the damping of volumetric
vibrations will be due to the solid volume viscosity f8 . This is sometimes
spoken of as the "second coefficient of viscosity."
In Section 1-1 the presence of pores or holes in materials has been mentioned and the increase of density or reduction of volume under isotropic
stress discussed. If this takes place instantaneously, it is a case of volume
plasticity measured by the volume strength &v . If this process takes time,
it is a case of volume flow as observed, for instance, by Glanville and
Thomas59 in concrete. Such flow will be accompanied by a viscous resistance,
a measure of which is the liquid-volume viscosity ζ ι. Reiner60 has calculated
a coefficient ζι = 9.4 X 1017 poises for concrete in negative volume flow. Lee,
Reiner, and Rigden61 observed positive volume flow in asphalt and Reiner,
Rigden, and Thrower62 calculated f ι = 2.9 X 1012 poises for such material.
It should be noted that in the view of Eyring63 "a liquid is a binary mixture
58

G. W. Scott Blair and M. Reiner, Appl. Set. Research A2, 225-234 (1950).
W. H. Glanville and F. G. Thomas, Bldg. Research Tech. Papers p. 21 (1939).
60
M. Reiner, Appl. Sei. Research Al, 475-488 (1949).
61
A. R. Lee, M. Reiner, and P. J. Rigden, Nature, 158, 706 (1946).
62
M. Reiner, P. J. Rigden, and E. N. Thrower, / . Soc. Chem. Ind. 69, 257-260
(1950).
63
S. Glasstone, K. J. Laidler, and H. Eyring, "Theory of Rate Processes." McGraw Hill, New York, 1941.
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of molecules and holes" and one must therefore assume that volume flow
will generally be possible at high enough pressures.
2. T H E COMPLETE RHEOLOGICAL EQUATION FOR VOLUME CHANGES64

Assuming that the volume strength $v is not exceeded, the mean isotropic stress pm will be connected with the volume strain ev by
Pm = Mv + fsev

(154)

The "hydrostatic" or "thermodynamic static pressure" p appearing in
equation (56) can therefore be identified with — pm , as by Stokes, only
when it is assumed that f8 = 0 (compare Karim and Rosenhead 8 ). Let /„
be the irrecoverable part of the cubical dilatation, then f ι is defined by
/. = ^

(155)

Si

This equation is analogous to (56, 1). Therefore, in analogy with equation (60, 1)
- -

9Γ

"

3fi + i?

(156)

which should be compared with (76).
The total cubical dilatation dv is composed of two parts so that
dv = ev+ fv

(157)

Therefore

Pm + P - ^ 7 ^ = fi (dv + £ i )

(158)

in analogy with (133), with the retardation time
tret. = ^

(159)

K

and the relaxation time
trel. = ^ - ^

For the Stokesian liquid f8 = 0 and f ι = <*>, when tret. = 0 and tx
61
66

Compare M. Reiner, Bull. Research Council Israel 3, 67-71 (1953).
M. Reiner, Proc. 2nd Intern. Congr. Rheol., Oxford (1954).
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Nomenclature
B
C
Dt

Di , Di

Dr8
E
G
Gc
H
I
K
L
M
MB
M,
N
(N)
P
(P)
P„
Q/t
R
(R)
R(o)

Rv
V
a
Dv
er»
(exx)

U
U
9

h
i, 3, *

U

h

(-U

m
mao
n
n

Body force per unit mass
General Rheological coefficient
Longitudinal deformation
Principal extensions
Tensor of deformation
Young's modulus
Shear modulus
Modulus of cross-elasticity
Distance
Moment of inertia
Kelvin body
Length
Maxwell body
Bending moment
Moment around z-axis
Normal force
Newtonian liquid
Force
Pull
Normal force
Volume of flow in unit time
Radius
(Ultimate) resilience
Distortional resilience
Voluminal resilience
Volume
Acceleration
Cubical dilatation
Finite strain
Extension
Longitudinal flow
Irrecoverable part of the
cubical dilatation
Acceleration of gravity
Height
Principal directions
Half-axis
Half-axis
Contraction
Mass
Inertia or d'Alembert force
Direction pointing from particle outwards
Number of coils

P
V
Pm
Pn
Pnn
Pnt
P(0)
Vr,
Vxv
Ρχχ
Q

r
s
t
trel.
tret.
U
V

Wk

ώ(0)

wa
Xr
Z
(7)
7
70

7/2
7/

(7/)
Ύ·/

yyx —
δ
5r.
#t
CC

*l
Crs
€v

r

V

Ve
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Stress
Thermodynamic static pressure
Isotropie stress
Traction
Normal component
Tangential component
Indicates stress deviator
Tensor of stress
Shearing traction
Tension
Uniformly distributed load
Normal distance of each
single force
Spatial direction
Time
Relaxation time
Retardation time
Displacement
Velocity
Kinetic energy in unit time
Distortional stress power
Stress power
Succession of x, y, z
Axial direction
Deformation
Rate of shear
Initial strain at the time
t = 0
Deformation component
Shearing strain at failure
Definite limit
Rate of strain at which material fails
U/H Displacement gradient
Deflection
Kronecker's delta
Yield stress
Contraction
Extension
Infinitesimal strain
Volume strain
Volume viscosity
Viscosity
Coefficient of cross-viscosity
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(Vpl)
Va

Tsf
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Plastic viscosity
"Solid'* coefficient of viscosity
Angle
Bulk modulus
Trouton coefficient of viscous
traction
Lamp's elasticity modulus
Poisson's ratio
Normal stress
Tangential stress component
Initial stress
Ultimate stress in static
failure
Shearing stress at failure

φ
X
Ω
ω
B-H
H |M
M-K
N |M
N-PTh
N-K
Schw-K

Coefficient of fluidity
Stability coefficient
Angle of twist
Constant angular velocity
The Schwedoff body
The Poynting and Thomsor
body
The Burgers body
The Lethersich body
The Trouton and Rankine
body
The Jeffreys body
The Schofield and Scott
Blair body

